City of East Lansing Fire Department
Weekly Incident Report
October 30 – November 5, 2015
Total number of incidents responded to: 154
EMS/Rescue = 119

Fires = 3

False Calls = 24

Service Calls = 1

Good Intent = 5

Hazardous Conditions = 2

Fires Reported in FireRMS page 1 of 2
November 4, 2015, 5:55 a.m. - Called with a full response for a possible structure fire on
Glenmoor Road. Battalion 11 responded, arrived, established command and investigated to find
that there was smoke coming from the second floor roof line. Truck 12 arrived and instructed to
start fire attack while Truck 11 was to perform ventilation on arrival and mill assist with water
supply. Medic 12 set up for RIT, Truck 12 reported that the fire was thought to be knocked
down, but upon further investigation had found that it had extended to the attic and void space in
the roof. Glenmoor command called for an engine from LFD and MTFD and then another Truck
from LFD. LFD E-48 and MTFD Engine 91 arrived and they were assigned to meet up with
Truck 12. Truck 11 was assigned vent group and then assigned Medic 11 to vent group to assist.
Truck 11 ventilated but due to several isolated void spaces in the attic area the fire was traveling
and a trench cut had to be done to stop the fire from traveling. LFD T-41 was assigned to utilities
and secondary search.
November 4, 2015, 6:40 a.m. – Dispatched to the scene of a vehicle fire on Wembley Way.
Advised that the fire was out and mutual aid was on the scene. The EL Fire Inspector arrived to
find Lansing Township Fire Department on the scene and cleaning up after extinguishing a car
fire. Their Captain reported it was a late model sedan that was on fire upon and upon their
arrival they forced entry to the cabin, under the hood and used tank water to extinguish the fire.
They also reported no suspicion of foul play. The EL Fire Inspector interviewed the car owner,
examined and photographed the car and then cleared the scene.
November 4, 2015, 1:19 p.m. - Called to an oven fire on John R. Upon arrival ELPD was on the
scene reporting the fire was out. In the house firefighters found a lite haze of smoke. The resident
stated that oil from a cookie sheet landed on the bottom of the oven and started burning. The fire
was contained to the oven box with the door shut. No damage noted. Advised the resident to
clean the oven before using it again. Fire personnel used positive pressure ventilation to clear the
smoke from the house and then cleared the scene.

Training Reported in FireRMS continued page 2 of 2
November 5, 2015, 1:30-4:30 p.m. – Confined Space Rescue - Performed a confined space
simulation. Six on duty ELFD personnel and two Delhi personnel attended this training and
performed a rescue of two live victims from a space below grade.
Chief Complaints of EMS Call
Allergic reaction = 1
Altered LOC = 1
Anxiety = 1
Arm/hand convulsions = 1
Assault = 7
Back pain = 2
Bike accident = 2
Bleeding from port =
Cardiac rhythm dist. = 1
Cancelled = 2
Chest pain/DIB = 7
Dizziness = 4
Drug withdrawal = 1
ETOH = 36
Eye injuries = 1
Falls = 7

Femur pain = 1
Foot pain = 2
Headache/pain/trauma = 4
High blood sugar = 1
Hyperventilation = 1
Hypertension =1
Hypoglycemia = 1
Jaw pain = 1
Knee pain = 1
Laceration = 1
Motorcycle accident = 1
Motor vehicle accidents
w/injuries = 2
Neck pain = 2
No patient found = 2
Nose pain = 1

Panic attack = 1
Pepper spray = 1
Seizures = 1
Shoulder pain = 1
Suicidal = 1
Syncope episode = 5
Tremors = 1
Unable to urinate = 1
Unconscious = 3
Unable to locate = 1
Vomiting = 2
Weakness = 2
Wrist pain = 2

